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How data can help 
sureties and agents 
stay competitive in 
a changing market
For many years, the surety industry has been fairly 
static, with much of the market concentrated among a 
few large organizations with little incentive to change 
how or with whom they do business. Now, a rise in new 
entrants into the surety market combined with a declining 
labor force in the construction industry are forcing 
underwriters and agents alike to adapt. From more liberal 
terms and conditions in support of bond programs to 
expanding sales efforts beyond established contractors, 
organizations across the surety industry are facing 
pressure to move faster and do more. 

One resource has the potential to help sureties and 
agents stay competitive in a changing market, but 
remains widely unused throughout the industry: data. 
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Becoming data-driven
In the surety industry, a significant amount of information is still hand-keyed, 
and often twice – once by the agent, and again by the underwriter or carrier 
during the underwriting process. 

Typing financial data and other information manually into disconnected 
systems adds time and expense. Hand-keying also results in siloed data, 
and siloed potential. When entered and kept in disparate systems, data 
can’t provide complete, actionable insights to surety organizations – yet 
these are the critical insights that can help sureties and agents alike 
compete more effectively.

Sureties
For many established sureties and their underwriters, underwriting decisions 
are often based on what they have learned over the course of their careers. 
These professionals have cultivated an understanding of what factors 
indicate higher rates of bond loss or what signs point to a safer bet and 
use those insights to more accurately assess risk. 

However, younger underwriters or new entrants into the market don’t 
have the benefit of these years of learned experiences. What they, and 
their organizations, often do have is data, including historical financial 
documents from contractors. Analyzing this data to see what happened with 
similar contractors on similar projects offers a new measure of institutional 
knowledge on what makes for a particularly risky, or profitable, bond.

For example, work-in-progress (WIP) schedules from contractors provide 
a significant amount of data to underwriters. Beyond facilitating a basic 
assessment of over- and underbillings, collecting and storing the data 
from the WIP schedules can help sureties identify patterns in contractors’ 
performance that tend to predict default or completion. These insights could 
help the sureties more accurately assess risks for contractors with similar 
historical performance and more confidently write bonds.  

Armed with these data-driven insights, underwriters can put together bond 
programs with terms and conditions that help contractors succeed, which in 
turn helps the sureties increase profitable revenue and stay competitive. 
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Agents 
For surety bond agents, staying competitive and profitable increasingly means 
offering contractors more favorable terms and conditions than competitors – 
especially if a competitor has the benefit of an established relationship. 

To close the business, a surety agent must then find a bonding company to 
write the bond with the contractor-preferred terms. Having an understanding 
of sureties’ underwriting habits can help agents more efficiently find a carrier 
for a specific contractor, an understanding that can come from data. Analyzing 
agency records can provide insight into the types of contractors and projects 
that have bond programs approved at different sureties, and the terms and 
conditions that went with those programs, helping agents more efficiently 
identify the right surety for the contractor.  

Having these data-driven insights into sureties’ underwriting can also help 
agents build their own relationships with contractors. Being able to present 
information about underwriting conditions required by different sureties can 
forge trust and helps to position the agent as a go-to partner not only for 
the contractor’s surety bond needs, but also helps establish the agent as a 
knowledgeable, trusted adviser. 

The information in this document is not – and is not 
intended to be – audit, tax, accounting, advisory, 
risk, performance, consulting, business, financial, 
investment, legal, or other professional advice. Some 
firm services may not be available to attest clients. 
The information is general in nature, based on existing 
authorities, and is subject to change. The information 
is not a substitute for professional advice or services, 
and you should consult a qualified professional adviser 
before taking any action based on the information. 
Crowe is not responsible for any loss incurred by any 
person who relies on the information discussed in this 
document. Visit www.crowe.com/disclosure for more 
information about Crowe LLP, its subsidiaries, and 
Crowe Global. © 2019 Crowe LLP.  

Explore now
Begin your journey to becoming a data-driven surety 
organization with a powerful new software solution. 
Find out how the Crowe Portfolio Analyzer for sureties 
and agents can help you increase efficiency, improve 
relationships, and grow your revenue. 
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